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CHAPfSB I
STATEMENT OF PROBLffi # D RE8UMB OP PAST WORK
■R©seareli ©a 'broadband antennas over the past few years
resulted in the development of a ©lass of antennas whieh- display
impedan©© and pattern eh@ra@teri:sties that ;are essentially frequency
independent over bandwidths greater than ten to oneo

Dnlfemel and

.©r®^. have described results
this ©lass ©ailed a log"

planar9 eireular-tooth struotmreg the final

©ations of a

a wire skeleton off a trapes@idal*=>t@©th strtt©tur©o

deseribed in part in only two p a p e r t o dateg ©ritieal phases.off

tion will be that off ooastraeting a

B»So Isbell 9 ,I1Broadband id,
Period!© Antenna Structures g®1 1957 I0 R 0 E 0 National rConvention
Part-.lp- ppi 1 1 M 2 8 6:; '
; l" ' ' i,
: vr ,: .; - v
•-.■V '
^RoHo lD$a&m©l

FoRo Ore

151

?s: ioRoE»
5|£©o elto
^HoBs DuHamel

,11 Go.llins, Radio

BoGo Berry9 *3
^9 PRo %**6 o

■
.

slruetore from what little design ©riteria are awilatl® at the present
tim@o

The design ®f this antenna ^111 be a basi© one with @as® ®f

®l©©trieal measmreaents in mindo

Open eeastraotien^ the antema will

b@ tested f@r ©leetrieal eharaeteristies8 field pattern and input
impedaneer, in order to ©ompare results with published eneso

If pub=

lished results oan be duplicated to a reasonable degrees, the antenna
will be subjected to further testso

The prim® objective ©f this

perimental investigation will be that of further simplifying the
structure while maintaining frequency iadepemdeace e£ the input im«=
pedanee and field pattern^

The simplification will be made in a way

as described to this author by Dr& DuHamelo

OH&FfEB 2

MILITIOiL IKYESTIGif1ON POSSIBILITIES

.

2ol. Antenna Pattern
The possibility of predieting the pattern eharaeteristies
of l©g=periodie strueturea by analytical means seems fairly remote at
this early stage of their deyelopmento

As with any elementary antenna

strasturep the first step that is Betassary for an.aeeurat© prediction
®f the pattern is one ©f detemiBiBg the emrrent distribations -on the
: ■

elements#

:

■■.

■

• -i

This has been attempted 'by. BaHamel and Or®

ine@n.©lusiv© resalts#

but with yery

If8 by the results ©f experimental iavestiga™

tionsp the log^periodie straeture eould be further simplified^ attempts
to measure the magnitude and phase of earrents on the elements may prove
to.be fraitfald

One© the ©arrent•distrlbutiens are known8 the:far field

may be .©alemlated by ©onsideriBg the log^periodi© strustare to her an
array8 although not a simple one mathematieally when compared to an.
array of equispaeed ®l@ments0

Current distribution measurements are

beyond .the seope @f this thesis9 therefore eliminating any possible
attempt ..at an amlytieal investigation ef field patterns©

.Besl

and' PaR@ Or®
!o latioml Oomyehtiqm :Beoor.d8 Part Ij, pp© Iplo

The ©©mplexity of log==peri@die sfmetures would seeaiagly
dispel any tWmgkt of am, attempt t® eozapute the iapat istpedanee by
analytieal meanso

However9 as with the problem of field pattern eal=^

©talationsp it is felt that with a,farther simplification ©f .the. stra©~
tare9 one may ©©npeiv© of a possible approaeh to the impedanoe- problem,
suggested by the final form of the, simplified stra©ttor©o
Possible avenues of approach t© the above two•problems will

CHAPTER 5

DESIGN OF LOG-PERIODIC STRUCTURE

5*1

Introduction to Log-Periodic Concept
Figure X illustrates the geometry of one type of log-periodic

structure.

This is the type under investigation in this thesis and

has been named a wire, trapezoidal-tooth, log-periodic structure.
This structure consists of transverse elements spaced along a support
ing boom at calculated points, increasing in length when going away
from the vertex.

Consider any trapezoidal outline on the right hand

side of the boom whose lower edge is at a radius Rn + 2*

If the antenna

is excited at some frequency, F%, and then excited at some lower fre
quency, F^ = T F^, the structure will look the same to Fg as it did
to Fi providing,

*n + 2 =
Rn

T

(J.l)
•

The trapezoidal sections are therefore spaced along the boom
a d i s t a n c e t i m e s the distance to the preceding section.

Now, if

the distances from the vertex out to the trapezoidal sections are
plotted on a logarithmic scale, the sections will be spaced per
iodically equal to the log of ^ , thus the notation log-periodic.
It is apparent then that any electrical characteristics the antenna
5

6

NORMAL LOG-PERIODIC HALF-STRUCTURE

FIGURE I.

may display over a period, i.e.,

to ^

F]i, identical characteristics

should be displayed over any other period.

Therefore, if the antenna

is designed to display frequency independent characteristics over a
period, it should also display frequency independent characteristics
over all periods within the bounds of design.

5*2

Definition of Design Parameters
Referring to Figure 1, the design parameters will be defined

as followsi
Rn

Distance from vertex to the nth element.

R%

Distance to longest transverse element
also total length of boom.
Total length of nth element.
Total length of shortest element.

Oi

Angle defined by the tips of the elements,

T* Z Rn + 2

<7-

6

=

Rn

( % 1)

R” * 2
Rn + 1

(5.2)

-K.n + 1
-

K

*

(5.5)

Equation ).2 applies to a trapezoidal section, where n + 2
element and n 4 1 is the longer element.

is the shorter

Equation 5.5 applies to any

two elements where n is the longer element and n 4 1 is the shorter
element.

Interpreting equations 5.2 and 5*5*

is a measure of the

8
width of the trapezoidal sections being independent of 'T* , while £
is the ratio of the distance between adjacent elements and the length
of the longer element*

5*5

Design Procedure
The design procedure for the log-periodic structure is ele

mentary and is carried out in the following mannert
In Figure 1, consider the longest element, 4, at a distance
first section defined by Rg and Rj*

and the

Equations 5*1, % 2 , and 5*5 become

T -1
a-

Z ^2

<■

_ R1 - R2
--- ---

6
From the definition of

'“

<M)

R2

(5.5)
•

(3 .6 )

.

(5.8)

OC ,

■ /2

:

T

Substituting 5*5 and 5*6 in 5*7,

Tan d / 2

Z

1 28

For ease of design let every element of decreasing length be fixed
to the boom

times the distance out to the preceding element t

Then

2 - R 2R? » 52 r ^
RlR2
Rl
and,
cr

i p F *

•

(5.9)

Substituting 5*9 in % 8 ,

Tan

/2 r ^ -________
2 y

.

O . 10 )

Equation 2,10 will be used to determine the length Of each element.

G"

An additional relationship relating
element is needed.

to the distance out to any

From the definition of

<T~ , the distance out to

any element can be expressed as

R„ = Ri c - " -1 = R i ^ T 1)"-1

” = 1,2,5.

(5.11)

Now, from the geometry of Figure 1, the length of any transverse
element is
ly = 2 i y a n ( * / 2 )

.

(5.12)

Substituting equation 2,10 and 2.11 in 2.12,

\

=

a i ( J r

[

r

^

—

]

.

(5.15)

The length of the supporting boom can be found by substituting the
value of Tan C^/2, 5*10 in ^•12 and solving for

2*
The necessary design equations have been determined, leaving the con
stants L^, £ » and

to be chosen*

DuHamel and Ore* have found that

the spacing between two adjacent transverse elements should not be
greater than 0 *) the length of the longer element in order to main
tain frequency independence of the field pattern*
antenna, a

of 0*5 was selected*

For this experimental

In the small amount of literature

available describing tests on log-periodic structures, successful
experimental antennas have been built using a design ratio,'T',
ranging from 0*4 to greater than 0.85*

Although large values of T*

give the following advantages,

as ^

1*

Higher degree of frequency
independence*

2*

A narrower beamwidth*

%

A higher gain,

approaches unity, the number of elements needed to cover a given

frequency range becomes extremely large and impractical to construct*
A value of T* Z 0*64 was selected*

This value will allow a reasonable

1R*H* DuHamel and F.R* Ore, "Logarithmically Periodic Antenna
Designs," 1958 I*R*E* National Convention Record, Part 1, pp. 144,

11
number of elements for ease of construction and presumably results in
a beamwidth satisfactory for purposes of comparison between the normal
log-periodic structure and any modification thereof*

The frequency

range of this type of antenna is determined by the longest and shortest transverse elements*^

The low frequency limit is fixed by the

longest transverse element and occurs when this element is about l/2
wavelength long*

The high frequency limit is fixed by the shortest

transverse element and occurs when this element is approximately 5/8
wavelengths long*

For ease of construction and measurement the low

frequency limit was chosen as 2^0 Mcs* and the high frequency limit
2000 Mcs*

This fixes the longest element length at 2^*6 inches*

This was rounded off to an even two feet to insure that 2^0 mega
cycles lies within the range of the antenna*

The shortest element

must then be no greater than 2*2 inches long*

All element lengths

and their respective distances from the vertex may now be calculated*
From equation %l4,
inches,

the length of the supporting boom from which all elements of a half
structure will be supported*

Now that R% has been determined, the

placement of the remaining elements and their lengths can be calculated
from

and $.15 respectively simply by substituting values of n

1R*H* DuHamel, Space/Aeronautics, Break Bandwidth Barriers,
March, 1959* pp* 148-1^1*

12
until the length of the shortest element is less than )/8 wavelength
or 2,2 inches,

DuHamel and Ore* have found that the currents along

a log-periodic structure die off quite rapidly after progressing past
the region where an element is a half wave in length indicating that
the smaller elements act as the primary radiating sources as the
antenna is excited at higher frequencies*

Since the shorter elements

will be responsible for radiation at higher frequencies, in order to
maintain frequency independence the diameter of the elements should
be decreased proportionally.

This means that the length to diameter

ratio of each element should be constant.

In addition to keeping the

length to diameter constant it is also advantageous to make the diameter of each element as thick as possible,

Hallen

has demonstrated

a tremendous difference in antenna input impedances by varying the thick
ness of the elements of a cylindrical antenna, the variation of impedance
with frequency being much less when thicker elements are used*

Applying

this principle to the construction of the log-periodic structure, another
contribution to frequency independence should be achieved by using thick
elements*

By choosing the diameter of the longest element to be 3 /8

inch, the length to diameter ratio of the elements have been fixed at

L/D = 24

= 48

378
which is a considerably smaller figure than those of most fixed fre
quency antennas used in practice.

Soft drawn copper was selected for

*R,H, DuHamel and D»E, Isbell, Op, cit,, pp* 1^9
2j,D* Kraus, Antennas, McGraw Hill, New York, 19^0, pp, 241-24%.

th@ ©onstrueiioB ©f the elements and the b@om beeause of eleetri©al
and soldering properties^
Table lo

Ob page- l49 all dimensions are listed In.

The element nmber is designated by n9 the distasee from the

vertex by Rs the length by Ls the ©aleulated diameter-by CD and the
eommeroial.tubingg rod or

wire that isnearest in diameter to the

calculated diameter- by Tg

R ©r Wo The boom diameter m s ehosen large

enough to have some affect at the higher frequencies where its dimen=
sion will be an appreciable percentage ©f a wavelength©

This effect

has not been mentioned in the reports, ©n Xog-=peri©die structures t®
date®

An attempt will be

made tointerpret any ■unexplainable ehara©==

teristies of the field pattern at high frequencies©

5o4. Feed of the Antenna
The antenna consists of.two half^structures fed against each
other with one rotated 180® about, the center line of its boom®

Trap©=» .

zoidal sections of like, dimensions therefore extend in opposite dire#?
tionso .A coaxial feed cable runs down the center of the lower- support"
ing boom towards the apex of the two half-structureso

At the apexs the

outer conductor of the coaxial ©able is flared out and around the end
of -the boom and soldered in place® • -The -center.-conductor-.
-is -oat-to
about an;-inch in lengthg eurved upwards and placed inside the -upper
boom tub© and soldered-1© the bottom, of the inside of the tub®®- Type
R© 8 coaxial ©able is used®

This cable has a thick inner conductor■and'■

when throughly tinned with.solder is .strong■enough to. support-the upper
boom, at the apex®

14
B

R

1'
■ 2. '

28o8:

5

2%Q.

4
>

•

,

24®0

e.575

5/8

19® 2-

*500

5/16 T

1/4

f

T

18©4

12© 5

.,192.

5/16 R

I4e8

9®86

*154

. $6 W

7:

9*44

-

• '/ 3 # ' : ' ;

6«05

12

$9! or

..241.

ii®8. ;

11

OR

■15*5

6

10

L

■

4*84

M©'

7® 86

:;ei25 .

':6®29

#0985

.#10. ¥

. 5^05

*0786.

#12 W

' eO650

. #14 W

V 4®©4 •
::5»22

1.:,1;5»87: V \ /
\

,

•

#0505

1/8

:

R

#16 I

2o58

- ■. ' ..©0405

#18 1

2o©6

.

#0525

#20 ¥

Table 1 .El©meat Dimensions and Placement on Boom
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5°5

0®&.8tglA©tl®B
nmlike m©si. amiemms easefl. for their Baidireotioml properties

and having two or more elements all ©lectrieally insulated from one
anothera the X©g*=p@ri©dic half=straotur® eontains no eondaetive
elements that are' electrically "insulated from other parts of- the straee
tar®9 including the bo.omo

As mentioned in Chapter XP this antenna has

evolved from a solid conducting sheeto

All elements are therefore s©n.“

nested.electrically to the conductive9 supporting boomo

Because the.

upper structure dees mot have to have a. coaxial cable running down
through the cent erg it is most easily assembledo

Holes ®f the ©ore-

responding, element diameter are drilled in the boom at the proper
distance from the vertex as called out in Table lo

The elements are

then inserted and secured to the boom with soft soldero

The radial

elements are then cut to sis© and soldered to the tips of the trans=verse elements forming the trapesoidal sections*
the lower boom is most laborious#

The construction of .

A small section equal to the inside

diameter of the boom must be subtracted from the element length as
given in Table le.7itl-.order-‘to make clearance for the coaxial cable*
-For this particular structurep 'twenty-four.
aligned and soldered two at a time*

must be carefully

It is easy to see why a simpli«=

fication of this structure is heeded when one considers that it requires
.approximately 5® hours ©f construction time just to assemble the struc
tures#; It is true that the elements could be rested on top of the boomj,

saving mtaeh e.oiastraetion timeg, however s the rigidity of sueh a strae=>
ttir_e 'Would. be questionable0

Figure 2g illustrates the element 8trmo° .

ture near the vertex0 The dashed line is: a wire that is found in many
illustrations of antennas under investigation®

In the aeeompanying

■ literature with the illustrations$, no mention is made as to why it
; is plaeed there®

There is mo apparent reason whythis wire should

©ontribate to any advantageotis ©leetrieal eharaeterlsties@- It is there
fore assumed that it- is merely a support, element for the last and very
.fragile trapezoidal seetiom,® .The effect of. this wire warn investigated
.by imelmdlng it In the eoastruetion -©f the' half“Structures and ©om^
■ paring field patterns before and after their removal from the hal£=
.strueturese

.:

.'■

. ... : ■

.

The half“Structures wer®' mounted on a rod of polystyrene and
attaehed- at the approximate center ef gravity of each boom®

The booms

were separated at an angle @f approximately JO0 for:initial investi=
gationse

This angle is commonly, ref©fred to-..as- y 4. •

:
.
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END SECTION OF NORMAL STRUCTURE
(DRAWN FULL SCALE)

BOOM

FIGURE 2

SUPPORT
ELEMENT

OBAPTER 4
MEASWREMEHTS M D DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The eqmipaeat as@& f@r pattern measurements•is illustrated
in Figure ,5 ©n page 1 %

A 1 Ke© @seillat©r. modulates the high fr@quen.gj

@s@o -Which is connected^to the transmitting"antenna through a.10 DB
attenuator and-a-tuning stub©

The. 10 DB attenuator acts as an isolator

between the high frequency source and the tuning stub ©.sad transmitting
antenna in ©rder to prevent "pulling11 of the high frequency oscillator©
The tuning stub is used to tune out any reactive components presented
to the ©©arial ©able by the transmitting antenna thereby affording #
maximum power input to this antennae

The antenna under test was mounted

oa an antenna rotator approximately 21 feet away©

The received signal

from the antenna under test was then fed to a combination stub tuner
and detector mount©

The output of the detector was fed to a high gain

amplifier (Weinsehel Antenna Pattern Analyser) which drives a recorder©
The recorder and the antenna rotator were switched on simultaneously
when the antenna was pointing away from the transmitting antenna©

As

the antenna cam® around from the 180° position, the signal from th©
high gain 1 Ko© amplifier was recorded directly in DB"s down from a
..reference level which was obtained when the antenna under test was
pointing directly at the transmitting antenna©

HI GAIN
RECORDER

AMP

STUB XTAL
LOG
PERIODIC
ANTENNA

XMITTING
ANTENNA

STUB

10 DB
HIGH
KC OSC

FREQ
OSC
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
FIGURE 3.

ROTATOR
..I .

...<

; ;

: Wltage.

'the atamdard-maamey

_Iwr®;: Rati® (TSWR) :measaremeiats .were mai-e- in ■ ,
plasitig'a slotted

--ilme- seetiea ^©tweea ■ >v";.

the high frequency ®seillat@r and the antenna1under tests

The. values "

‘©f VSWR'obtained1are in ref'erenee to the input of an eight foot section

4©,2 Hormal h©g-=Periodie Structure M@a@urememtg
,

,r

■ ,.. '

The first set of measurefflents made were power pattern.plots

of the normal log<=p©riod.ie structure in order to confirm its proper
operation over the range ©f freqaerieies for whieh it was designedo
The normal structure was. first tested using -an angle ©f $0® for ^

>

The patterns are those of the. fi field and obtained on a rectilinear
r.eeorder.and ’replotted, in 'polar oofMinat®'forms :.These are shown in ;
Figures .4 through 15 as the dashed liW broken hy1dots*

For the f re=

.;

:quenoy range from 2^0 Mcs« t© 1600 Mes®,9 the antenna displays' esseBtiaily.
f reqa@nby,independent- @perationp- however ^ there., isla slight indieatioa
that the pattern is :b©ginning t®.-;break'up at 1.60D Hes<)

,

At 1800 'Mes0

the pattern is broken up* eonsiderably@V (zoing on up in frequency to
2000 Mes« $> the- pattern is starting to reshape into a more desirable
form similar to ,that .obtained at a frequency of 16Q0 Mes0

On the average^

this antenna displays half<=p©wer beazawidths sf approximately 60° and.
frbnt^to^baek ratios of•■approximately 10 BB®

The USWR at th© input

to the eoax feeding: this.strueture was. also measured over the frequency
range mentioned abeveo" fhese yalaes are plotted in.Figure 14©

pl&b shows am ©ssemtially fr@qu©n@y independent, input impedanee up t®
about 1600 MeSo

The variation of input impedanee up to 1600 M@s0 is

approximately two to on®o

Th© behavior ©f,this antenna over the f re==

compares favorably with published reports with the
of pattern-break-up at 1800 M@s®

Th© ©ffeet of the support^

img element at 1800 M@So. was investigated' by eutting it off ©omptetely
and recording.a new patterno

The new pattern obtained is shown on

Figure 12 as.a dashed line broken by. crosses®

The removal of this

element improves the pattern tremendously9 inereasing the front=t@=
back rati© t© greater than 10 DB and shaping -the main lobe-to a half=
beamwidth ©f approximately 60®» . 4 check.on the patterns at 1600
s© and 2000 Mcs®. revealed mo appreciable change in their shapes®
One may question whether the ten patterns shown here ©an possible r@=
present, the frequency range from 2^0 to 2000 Mes.o Many patterns wer®
taken in between these frequencies and were found to behave so much
like the ten reported here that it ©an be said these ten patterns.are
representative of all patterns in the frequency range tested®

4©5’ First Modification
.Th© first step of simplification was aeeomplished by removing
all radial, arm sections from the tips of the elements of both structures
.as shown in Figure

page 54©

Removing these sections completely

:rained the directional characteristics of the normal log=-perlodi@
structure©

A typical pattern for this modified structure is shown
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in Figure 16 on page 55*

Notice that the side lobes are only ^DB down

and the front-to-back ratio is only about 5 DB*

Of the many patterns

recorded for this structure. Figure 16 is a fair representation of all*
No attempt was made to measure VSWR on this structure*

4*4

Second Modification
The most logical step to take next would be to cut off every

other element of each half-structure and arrange them so that elements
of equal distance from the apex extend in opposite directions*

The

structure would then look like a series of dipoles spaced along the
booms*

A half structure is illustrated in Figure 17, page 56*
This modification resulted in patterns similar to that of the

first simplification shown in Figure 15 with one great difference; the
side lobes were reduced to magnitudes resembling the normal log-periodic
structure*

In short, the antenna acted like the normal log-periodic

structure with a decreased front-to-back ratio*

4*5

Final Modification
DuHamel* has reported that for large values of

, the front-

to-back ratio decreases*

This can be understood by examining the limit

ing case when Y

The two haIf-structures will then be coplanar

- 180°,

and all unidirectional effects will be lost*

An attempt to increase

the front-to-back ratio was made by decreasing the angle ^
to approximately 10°*

This proved most fruitful*

from ^0°

Many patterns were

lR*H* DuHamel, Space/Aeronautics, Break Bandwidth Barriers,
March 1959» pp* 148.

NORMAL LOG-PERIODIC HALF-STRUCTURE
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reeorded and compared to 'those obtained from the normal l@g=»periodie
Btmaetiar©®

fea'®f these patterns are sttperimposed on the patterns of

the normal'.ntrmetmreg Figures 4=15» fer ■.e'ei^arisono ■ At all;freqaeneies
but 25O Me'So the. aatenna; is' at.least equal.to. and in many eases- superior
to the eh'araeteristies of the normal leg=p@ri@dio struetur©®

?SWR

measurements on this simplified straeture are plotted in Figure-l4Bo
The impedanee TOriatlon for the simplified stmeture is slightly
larger, than that of the normal straeture by approximately'

. ■

7SWR

readings were taken in between the peints plotted insuring-variations
no greater in sagnitade-.than, those g-heiteit \ 1 "V

'

. ;

. Notice in Figures 14a and 14# that the VS9R for both antennas,
increases'without bound at frequeneies higher than about 1800 Mesos
however, the patterns do not break up appreciably at these -frequeneieso
This would' indicate a fault in the method of feed at the apex rather
than discontinuities being introduced by; the large, boom diameter asedo

CHAPTER 5

SOURCES OF ERRORS AND DISCUSSION

In order to avoid errors due to phase differences between
points along a wavefront reaching the receiving antenna, a standard
precautionary step was taken in separating the two antennas a distance
of at least*

A
where

f

(5-1)

i* the wavelength corresponding to the frequency being used

for test purposes and Dj and Dg are the maximum dimensions of the trans
mitting and receiving antennas.

With the transmitter and receiver

separated by 21 feet and a transmitting antenna diameter of approx
imately one foot, equation ^,1 is satisfied.
The most serious sources of errors in recording the patterns
are from reflections.

All patterns were recorded in an area surrounded

on four sides by buildings.

However, approximate measurements revealed

that the reflected wave from the nearest building would have to travel
a distance of approximately seven times that of the direct wave.

Cal

culations show that for the most pessimistic case where a reflection
coefficient of 100% would occur at the building walls, the reflected

Ic«Gr, Montgomery, Technique of Microwave Measurements, McGraw
Hill, New York, 1947, pp. 900.
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wavs would reach the antenna under test with an attenuation of 17 DB
below the intensity of the direct wave*

It is reasonable to assume

that the reflection coefficient of a non-metalic, coarse object such
as the brick used in the walls would be low enough to further atten
uate the reflected wave down to a negligible value of 20 DB below the
intensity of the direct wave, therefore eliminating errors from wall
reflections*
Ground reflection effects were investigated by moving a reflec
tive object along the path between the transmitting antenna and
noticing the change in signal intensity received by the test antenna*
Changes of less than 1 DB were noticed and therefore neglected*
Extremely small errors were introduced in VSWR measurements
due to a mismatch between the slotted line, which has a characteristic
impedance of $0 ohms, and the RG 8 coaxial cable which has an impedance
of 52 ohms*

The VSWR contribution due to this mismatch is found as

follows 1
Reflection Coefficient = y O =
- Z° s 52 - 50 Z
"
ZL + Z 0
52 * 50

.0096

Substituting this value,

VSWR z

1 -/>

z

.9904

- 1.02

which is negligible for the comparison purposes made in this inves
tigation.
Errors in VSWR measurements can be introduced by the coaxial
connectors used in connecting the slotted line to the coaxial feed

lim®! -iaewevers, ■4h© maBtafaetiarers6 literature deseribiBg- the eoimeotors
reperted ¥SWElls of less than le06 at all frequencies meed In testo
A mere serious soure© of errer in VSWR measurements is due to
the 'attenuation ef the 1G 8 ooaxial feed lines

If this line had a

oharaeteristie- impedanee' ef ©xaetly 5© ohms ''and was lesslessg it 'would
look like, a continuation of the slotted-line and all VSWR measurements
would effectively he made at the input of the antenna 8 io@o8 the apexo
At microwave frequencies,- the losses in coaxial cables7such as-type
BG 8 become appr eciable and cannot-be: acgleeted»- Amy mismatch at the
input t© the antenna will return a reflected wave to the- slotted line
sections

The magnitude of this reflected wav© is what determines the

YSWR as- measured by a- detector connected to the slotted lines

Since

the reflected wave, is beimg attenuated while returning through the
coaxial feedlin© to the slotted lino,- the measured VSWR at the slotted
line will not be the actual VSWR at the input -to th® antennae

The

following is an analysis of -th© error introduced in VSWR measurements
by a known- amount ©f attenuation ."betwaeu the slotted line and the-device
of 'unknown VSWRo

The block diagram ef Figure 18s page 4l 9 represents

the power ■flow to and from a load of unknown VSWR separated from a
slotted-line by a known •attenuation, -A®

Pj represents the power sent:

t© th© attenuator and the. loado. Pg is the power reaching the load
after an attenuation sf ■A DBe

Pj is the power reflected from the load

due to a mismatch between the load impedance and the characteristic
impedance of the transmission line©

is the reflected power remain^

ATTENUATION INTRODUCED BETWEEN SLOTTED LINE
AND LOAD OF UNKNOWN VSWR

FIGURE 18
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ing after an attenuation

A DB.

The attenuation expressed in DB can

be written ae

A Z 10 log_!l = 10 1os_£2_

.

(5.2)

P2

The reflected power, P^, can be written in terms of the incident power,
Pg, and thevoltage reflection c o e f f i c i e n t , ^ ofthe load.

P5 = /O L 2p2
Substituting

(5.3)

in 5#2,

A = 10 log H
*2

= 10 log

L2

♦

(5.4)

p5 «

Since the arguments of the log function of equations ^.2 and ^.4 are
equal,

i o i "!

•

e -5)

But the ratio P^/P^ can be expressed in terms of the voltage reflection
coefficient of the combination attenuation and load.
coefficient
slotted line sees.

This reflection

the apparent reflection coefficient, is what the
Now, equation 5*5 can be written

A = 5 log . A ? Z 10 log £ k

/°az

as

.

/°a

The reflection coefficient can be written in terms of the VSWR,
abbreviated as S.

(5.6)

4)
(%7)

Substituting 5*7 in 5+6 with the appropriate subscripts.

(5.8)

Equation 5*6 allows an evaluation of the actual V5WR of the load in
terms of known quantities, the attenuation A, and the apparent VSWR,

S^f as measured by the slotted line and associated equipment#
A sample calculation of the error introduced in the VSWR
measurement can now be made#

At 1600 Mcs#, for example, the attenuation

of 8 feet of RG 8 coax is approximately 0#96 DB#

The VSWR of the

simplified structure at 1600 Mcs#, from Figure 14 is 2#2#
ing this value in 5.8,

* 2#77.

Substitut

Compared to the apparent VSWR of

2*2, the measurement at 1600 Mcs. is in error by 20*6%.

Calculations

showed that this error dropped to less than 6% at a frequency of 250
Mcs#

Although the errors are large at higher frequencies, they are

not large enough to distort the VSWR plots so badly that one cannot
conclude, by inspection of the plots, that the two structures have
essentially frequency independent characteristics*
An inspection of the accuracy of all measuring equipment, as
published by the manufacturers, revealed no appreciable sources of
errors*

OHIPTER 6

f$aesimplified greatly

trap@s©i«ial*=-t.©©thg .l©g<=>peri05i@g-antemsi ©am be
phyaieal straetur©^ and/zetaia its esseatially

frequeney iBdependent propertieso -The simplified straeture will
display only a very slight infreas© 1b input ImpedaBe© variation and
a decrease of' front=t©"ba©k rati© of approximately JDB at the lew
freqmemey limit of th©: antennae ■■ - .

- v':,.-.

•- .
•

GH&PTEa 7
SUBJECTS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
Jol

Current BistriUutloag
■The meet logical approach to the problem of the basic theory

of operation of a log=psriodie struotsar© would fee an .investigation of
the eurrent ■distribution along the boom and elements®.

The objective

of this investigation would be to determine the magnitude and phase
of the currents on the elements contributing most to radiation©

A

study of the results may suggest a theory of operation©
7o2

Theoretical Prediction of Field Pattern
The configuration of the simplified structure suggests to this

author @ possible approach to the problem of theoretically predicting v
the field pattern of the simplified structure©

First9 consider the

two booms as an open wire transmission- line with a. diverging distance
between conductors®

This diverging transmission line, can support a

traveling wave originating at the•apex traveling outwards between the
two booms<>■*"; U®w9 any pair of elements at equal distances from the apex
extend in opposite directions and look like an elementary dipole:which
iHcteti This principle, has been applied to the 1!Tapered hadder
Antenna11.as described in an article by. A»F» Wiekershamg .Jr©» Recent
Developments in Very Broad^Band End°Fir®-Arrays g- Proc© of the IsRoEo g
April, 1SJ6©-, 'pp.® ■79^.795s appearing after the completion of this thesis©
45

is m

3,©Bger eoliaear bat' displaeed by the distanee between the booms

.at' the peimt 'at whlph.they@r.© ®ttaehei®; •
'
;!I^'8,e-'''d^oleis.^ri^yef@re>':

; .'

laok, like .they, are.'hang aeress the .diverglBg trensmission line and -fed
at .their eenter point g the.traveling wave -being the seare®

.feed©

The .phase,-@£ axelta.tiem ®f.eaeh dip.®!® ©.©mid he .©al©mlat©dg..bat- th@
magmitmde .#f the traveling wave at any point along the boom; would first
h a w t© .be seasared t@ ideterteis© the 'loading ©ffeets .© n .th©:traveling ;
way© ,by.the preeeediBg, ©lements® - -fh® antenna: ■@©mld th@» be @®nsid®r@d
as an array ©f dipoles®

Knowing the magnitude and phasing ©£ each dipo.le

©me ©omld take the:smmatlbm ,®f.the: far Ifi©ldsl'®f.
.the -dipole# as' a?-first'
attempt; ®f pr@ii©timg the field by .analyti.©al: ®©ans«?

■

.

.

A first, appr@ximati@s.. t© the input impedah©e:of.th© l@g^$
strueturw- ©'©aid;be gotten .by first -ealeulating. the;temimal
of ea©h dipole at the fr@qaea©y ,@f.-©peratiem and;-.let them- a©t as. a- ,
*of loads -along' the pr.eyioasiy mentioBed .diverging' tramsmimsloa lineo- ..Th®.:determination of termimal impedanees for the- dipoles- would .
be'bb exeeediBgly diffieult. problem beeause Of the -mutual effeets b@=

gmmMpHr
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